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Notice Before Use. Be careful of knives for they are very sharp.. Do not push small/large feed tube pusher too strongly to protect knife.. When you hear noise of vibration, stop machine and take out the remnants from knife and start again. Please use small feed tube pusher only in large feed tube pusher.

General Notice Before Use. Make sure to use appropriate voltage.. Make sure of assembling status for main body, stainless juicing bowl, juicer cover, safety locking arm.

When using electrical appliances, basic safety precautions should always be followed 
including the following: 

 1. Read all instructions.
 2. To protect against risk of electrical shock do not put main body in water or other liquid.
 3. Close supervision is necessary when any appliance is used by or near children.
 4. Unplug from outlet when not in use, before putting on or taking off  parts, and before cleaning. 
 5. Avoid contacting moving parts.
 6. Do not operate any appliance with a damaged cord or plug or after the appliance malfunctions, or is dropped 
 or damaged in any manner. Return appliance to the nearest authorized service facility for examination, repair 
 or electrical or mechanical adjustment.
 7. The use of attachments not recommended or sold by the manufacturer may cause fi re, electric shock  or injury.
 8. Do not use outdoors .
 9. Do not let cord hang over edge of table or counter.
10. Always make sure juicer cover is clamped securely in place before motor is turned on.  Do not unfasten clamps  
 while juicer is in operation.
11. Be sure to turn switch to OFF position after each use of your juicer. Make sure the motor stops completely 
 before disassembling. 
12. Do not put your fi ngers or other objects into the juicer opening while it is in operation. If food becomes lodged 
 in opening, use food pusher or another piece of fruit or vegetable to push it down. When this method is not 
 possible turn the motor off  and disassemble juicer to remove the remaining food.
13. Do not use the appliance if the rotating sieve is damaged.
14. When a separable pulp container is provided, Do not operate without the pulp container in place does not fi t,  
 contact a qualifi ed electrician. Do not modify the plug in any way.

PartsImportant notes

Pusher

Juicer Cover

Juicing Screen

Stainless Juicing Bowl

Pulp Container Base

Cleaning Brush

Safety Locking Arm
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How to use the juicer Assembly / Operation / Disassembly

3 Put pulp container into the juicer cover 
outlet as shown in the drawing  and  

 then push it until it locks into the juicer  
 base . Juice may leak out or excessive  
 vibration may occur when it’s not 
 fi tted properly.

1Put juicing bowl on the base and 
insert juicing screen fi rmly into the  

 base as shown below.

2 Put juicer cover on the juicing bowl 
and push safety locking arm fi rmly  

  inward  on both sides of the base   
  until you hear them ‘click’ as 
  shown below.

4  Please wait 3-5 seconds after  
 turning the unit on before  

 inserting produce.

Push LOW button
to make natural juice with soft fruits like 
watermelon, peeled oranges, etc.

Push TURBO botton
to make natural juice with hard fruits and 
vegetables like apples, carrots, celery, etc.

How to assemble How to operate

How to disassemble

. For safety, always make sure the unit is unplugged before assembly or disassembly.

. When assembling the juicer, the parts must be in alignment or the arms will not lock. 

. Check that the parts are aligned before locking the arms.  If the parts are not aligned as  
 shown in the manual, forcing the arms shut may cause damage!
. For best results slowly feed large or hard ingredients with the pusher in 2-3 stages, 
 alternating between pushing and pausing. This technique ensures the maximum 
 amount of juice extraction and also prevents malfunction.

1 Turn the machine off  and unplug the  
 power cord from the wall outlet.  Pull out  

  the safety locking arm to disassemble.  

Tips

2  Follow the assembly steps in reverse  
 to disassemble.
Remove the juicing screen 
after disassembling the 
juicing bowl from the base.
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PROBLEM SOLUTION

Safety locking arms will 
not lock

When assembling the juicer the parts must be in alignment or 
the arms will not lock. Check that the parts are aligned before 
locking the arms. The parts will only fi t in the orientation 
shown in the manual – do not force the locking arms shut if 
parts are misaligned.

Juicer vibrates excessively Stop the juicer and reassemble the juicer properly. In particu-
lar, make sure the juicing screen is properly seated and no 
parts are broken.

Juice is leaking from 
juice cover outlet during 
juicing

Juice may leak out if the pulp container is not fi tted properly. 
Please make sure the pulp container is locked into place.

Motor has slowed down Too much produce is being fed into the juicer at once. Let the 
juicer fi nish processing the produce and be sure to feed more 
slowly and/or smaller pieces. Also be sure to use the turbo 
setting for hard fruits and vegetables. Stop the juicer and 
check that the juicing screen does not have excess pulp build 
up – if it does clean juicing screen and be sure to slow the rate 
at which you feed produce. Alternating ingredients between 
soft and hard produce items can also help.

Motor has jammed Stop the juicer immediately and dissemble and clean the juic-
ing screen. Feed less produce at once to prevent jamming.

Motor stops while juicing 
or won't turn back on 
after extended juicing

Allow the unit to cool down for 2 hours before resuming 
operation.

Pulp is wetter than usual Stop the juicer and check that the juicing screen is not 
clogged. Try juicing at a slower rate.

TroubleshootingCare

1Wash with warm water and a gentle dish 
detergent and wipe dry with a dishtowel.  

 Clean juicing screen with the supplied  
 brush, do not use a sponge. (Be careful  
 when you clean the knives)

2  Wipe body clean with a damp towel  
 and be careful not to get the body wet.  

  Water in the body can cause 
  a malfunction or electric shock!

3  When you wash the juicer, do not use  
 harsh chemicals. These chemicals may  

  react with and discolor the juicer.
4  Do not store the juicer in direct 

 sunlight or high humidity

. Most juicer parts are top shelf dishwasher safe, low temperature cycle recommended. . For best results hand wash with a soft cloth using mild detergent and towel dry. . The juicing screen is hand wash only using the included cleaning brush or similar plastic  
 bristled dish brush). . When cleaning with plastic brushes please note that occasionally bristles get caught in  
 the strainer - make sure none are left behind before next use. . Do not wash any juicer parts with harsh or abrasive cleaners. . Please wipe the exterior clean using a damp soft cloth. . Do not wash or submerge the juicer body.

Tips




